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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Symbol Unit Symbol 
Length ____ _ l 
t 
F 
meter ___________________ _ m 
s 
kg 
foot (or milc)_________ ft. (or mi.) 
second (or hour)_______ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of one pound_ _ _ lb. 
Timc ______ _ second __________________ _ 
Force _____ _ weight of one kilogram ____ _ 
PoweL __ ___ P kg/m/s _____________________________ horscpowcL _________ _ 
Speed ________________ {km/hL___________________ k. p.h. rni. /hr. --------------
hp 
m/s______________________ In. p. s. ft. /scc. _____________ _ 
m . p. h. 
f. p. s . 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 
g, Standa.rd acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2=32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
m, Mass,=: 
p, Density (ma.ss per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 
S2) at 15° 0 and 760 rom = 0.002378 (lb.-
ft.- 4 sec.2). 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/m3 = 0.07651 Ib./ft.3 
mle2, Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, le, by proper sub-
script). 
S, Area. 
Sw, Wing area, etc. 
0, Gap. 
b, Span. 
c, Chorcllength. 
b/c, Aspect ratio. 
j, Distance from O. G. to elevator hinge. 
11-, Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True all' speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=ip p 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD=~ 
0, Cross-,vind force, absolute coefficient 
o 
OC=qS 
R, Resultant force. (Note that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients Le, Dc.) 
iu" Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) . 
it, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
Vl 
p - ,Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
11- dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
01" Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of C. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
(:1, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (it-iw). 
a, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
! 
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WIND TUNNEL 
By EASTMAN 1 • JACOBS, JOIIN TACK, and ROBERT 1\1. PINKERTO 
SUMMARY I angle to make the drag determination as obtained by 
integrating the pressures of little practical value. With a view to extending the knowledge oj the aero-
dynamics oj lifting sUijaces, the distribution oj pressure 
over one ection each oj ix airjoils has been measured in 
the Variable Density Wind Tunnel oj the National Aclvi- I 
SOI'Y Oommittee jor Aeronautics. The jollowing air-
foils were investigated: N. A. C. A. 85-J, N. A. O. A. 81,.-J, 
N. A . O.A. 84, N.A. O. A .Jl.1-6, Olark Y,anclR.A.F.30. 
Pressure-distribution diagl'ams, as well as the inte-
grated characteristics oj the ai1joil , are givenjor both a 
high and a low dynamic scale Reynold Number or Vi/v, 
jor compari on with flight al1d other wind-tunnel tests, 
respecticely. It is concluded that the scale effect is very 
important only at angles oj attack near the burble. The 
di tribution of pressure over an airjoil having a Joukow-
ski section is compared with the theoretically de1'ived 
distribution. A jurther study oj the distribution of 
pre sure over all oj the airjoils resulted in the development 
oj an approximate method oj predicting the pressure 
distribution along the chord oj any normal ai1joil for 
aU attitudes within the working range if the distribution 
at one attitude is known. 
INTRODUCTION 
T wo distinct methods have been commonly used in 
investigating the aerodynamic characteristics of air-
foils. One consists of mea uring the mechanical forces 
requiTed to support a wing in an air stream, the other 
consists of measuring directly the air pressures acting 
on the surface of the wing . Tests of the first type are 
spoken of as force tests, and of the second type as 
pressuJ'e-di tributioll tests. II all of the air forces were 
transmitted to the wing by the action of pressure alone, 
the results of a pl'essme-distribution test would be 
more complete than Lhe results of a force te t, because 
the total forces acting on Lhe wing could be obtained 
by integration and, in addition, the results would show 
how the forces are distributed. Actually, tlll'ough the 
action of viscosity, shear forces which are not measUl'ed 
in a pressure-distribution test are transmitted to the SUl'-
face of the wing. Such forces account for only a small 
part of the total ail' force acting on a wing except at angles 
of attack near zero lift , but are sufficiently large at any 
Investigations of the distribution of pressures on 
airfoils have been conducted heretofore both in ilight 
and in wind tunnels, but l11_ost of them have dealt 
chiefly with the relation of the load distribution (,0 the 
strength of airplane strllctUl'es. Discrepancies between 
ilight and tlmnel tests have been attributed to scale 
effect, but previou ly such tests never had been con-
ducted at both a high and a low- Reynolds Number 
lmder otherwise imilar conditions in order to study 
any differences in the aerodynamic characteristics of 
airfoils which re ult from changing the dynamic scale. 
Force tests at a high and at a low scale had been con-
ducted in the Variable D ensity Wind Tunnel, in order 
to study the scale effect on airfoils, but force te ts give 
little information concerning any differences in the dis-
tribution of the air forces at the different dynamic scales. 
PressUl'e-di tribution tests have not heretofore been 
made in the Variable Density Wind Tunnel because of 
the mechanical difficulties involved in making the 
measurements at the higher pressures. 
The present investigation was undertaken with the 
object of increasing the general knowledge of the aero-
dynamics of lifting surfaces, but with particular r efer-
ence to the distribution of pressures over airfoils at a 
large scale or Reynolds Number. The tests were con-
ducted in the Variable D ensity Wind T unnel of the 
ational Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics. Air 
pressures were measUl'ed at several points along the 
midsections of six aU·foils. In order that the experi-
.nental and theoretical pressures could be compared, 
two aU'foils of the Joukowski type were included, the 
85-J (a synunetrical au'foil), and tho 84-J. A Lhird 
aU'foil, the N. A. O. A. 84, is a modification of the corre-
sponding Joukowski airfoil (Reference 6). This air-
foil was included so that the effects of fl attening the 
lower surface of a Joukowski airfoil Lo provide a more 
practical form could be studied. In addition to these 
au'foils, three well-known airfoils of about the same 
thickness were included, the R. A. F . 30 (a symmetrical 
airfoil), the Olark Y, and the . A. C. A. M-6. The 
latter airfoil was included in order to obtain data 
3 
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on the distribution of pre ure over a cambered airfoil 
having a reftexed mean camber line to produce an 
approximately stationary center of pressure. 
T EST A D APPAR ATUS 
The measurem nt of the pressures over the surfaces 
of the various airfoils treated in this investigation 
have been made at 3-degree intervals over a range of 
angle of attack from zero lift to well beyond maximum 
lift, and at air don ities of appI'o~imately 1 and 20 
atmospheres. The M - 6 te ts, which were performed 
OIne time after tho other tests, were made at an air 
density of 2 atmosphere with check r un at 3 atmo -
phores, and observations wore made at 1-degree intel'-
vals for the low angles of attack. 
A description of the Variable Density Wind Tunnel, 
in which the e te t were performed, together with a 
statement of the principles on which its operation i 
Two different types of manometers were requirod to 
measure the pres ures becau e of the large difrerences 
between the pre sure encountered at the different 
air densities. For tho 1-atmo phere or low- cale tests 
a multiple tube alcohol manometer, manually operated, 
was employed. A tube of this manometer wa con-
nected to each orifice in the wing, and one tube was 
connected to a tatic pre sure orifice in the return 
passage of the tunnel which had been calibrated to 
mea UTe the dynamic pressure. Record were taken 
by expo ing a sheet of photo tat paper placed aO'ainst 
the tube of the manometer. This same procedure 
was used for the 2 find 3 atmosphere te ts, excepting 
that carbon tetrachloride was ubstituted for alcohol 
as the manometer liquid. The 20-atmosphere or 
high-scale tests required the use of an automatic record-
ing photomanometel' . A description of a imilar 
in trument i given in Reference 2. Each cell of this 
1-- ------------34'6"------
FJGU1lE 1. -'rile redeSigned variable density wind tunnel 
ba ed are given in Reference 1. The de cription there 
given is, however, of the original clo ed throa t tunnel. 
In its pre ent form the tunnel differ from the original 
chiefly in that it i now operated as an open throat 
type. A diagrammatic ke'tch of the new tunnel i 
presented in Figure 1, and a photograph of the model 
mounting with a model in place is shown in Figure 2. 
The models were of mahogany with pre sure tube 
inlaid. The chord was 10 inche,; and the span 72 
inche , so that the model extended acros the 50-inch 
jet and into the dead air space on either ide. T he 
cetion over which the pre ure were measured was 
located at mid tream. The locations of the orifices 
along thi section are given in the tables of FiO'ures 3 
to . The M-6 model differed from the other models 
in that it chord was 8 inche and its span 36 inches. 
It wa mounted on the balance wing supports ince, at 
the time this test wa performed, the original mounting 
had been di mantled. 
manometer wa connected to an orifice in the wing, 
and the pressures at all orifice were recorded imul-
taneously for a period of about 5 seconds at each angle 
of attack. The dynamic pressure was mea ured 
independently by means of an alcohol manometer 
connected to the calibrated static pressure orifice. 
In all ca es the reference pressure for the manometers 
was that in the dea 1 air space surrounding the jet. 
R ESULTS 
Values of the ratio p/q, the local pres ure p at each 
orifice mea ured with respect to the pressure in the 
dead air space about the jet divided by the dynamic 
pre sure q, W re determined for plotting for the 1, 2, 
and 3 atmosphere te t by taking the ratio of the defl c-
tion in each tube to the deflection in the tube connected 
to the static pressure orifice and multiplying it by 
the orifice calibration factor. The 20-atmo pheI'(~ or 
high-scale values of thi ratio were determined in a 
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diITerent manner. Here it was necessary to determine 
fir t the pressures cOlTespondinO' to the deflections on 
the records, since each cell of the manometer b ad a 
Jifferent calibration. These pres ures were then 
divided by the dynamic pre ure which had been 
determined independently . The plots constructed 
from these values were integrated mechanically to 
obtain the normal force and moment coefficient, 
which arc defined by the following expressions: 
The result are pre ented in Figures 3 to . Each 
figure is complete in itself and present , in addition to 
the pr s lue-distribution diagram, a table giving the 
ordinates of the airfoil and the orifice locations, It 
sketch of the particular profile to which the figure 
applies, and plots of the normal force and moment 
coefficients. The pres ure-di tribution diagram for 
the low and high scale ha,ve been plotted on a common 
chord so that they may be easily compared. 
FHlURE 2. -Model airfoil mounting for pressure-dist ribution tests 
F }.I[ Om' = - , OM = where F is the resultant pres ure 
qS qSc 
force normal to the chord and lit is the corresponding 
moment about a point one-quarter of the chord behind 
the leading edge. 
The pre sure over the lower surfaces of the sym-
metrical sections treated in this investigation, the 
R.A.F. 30 and .A.C.A. 85-J , were not measured, 
since the conditions over the lower surfaces of these 
airfoils at any particular angle of attack are the same 
as the conditions over the upper surface at the same 
numerical angle of opposite sign. Thus, the distribution 
of pressure over the lower surface at +3° was taken 
the same as the distribution over the upper surface 
at -3°. 
In comparing the curves it must be remembered 
that the high-scale tests were les accurate than the 
low- eale tests for several rea on. The model mount-
ing lacked sufficient rigidity to mflintain accurately its 
angle calibration when subjected to the large forces 
encountered during a high- cale run . The width of 
the line on the photomanometer records was of the 
order of that which would be produced by pressure 
pulsations of ± 10 per cent of the dynamic pressure, 
and last, the manometer cells were ubject to errors in 
their respective calibrations. Further recent studies 
of the effect of temperature on the calibrations of the 
manometer cells have shown that errors as high as 10 
per cent may have been introduced in this way. A 
part of the difference between the high and the low 
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scale results of these tests may, therefore, be due to 
inaccuracies of mea urement. 
DISCUSSION 
Integrated Characteristics.- Airfoil characteristics 
obtained from pressure-distribution measurement 
over one ection of an airfoil will differ omewhat from 
characteristics obtained from force tests. The greatest 
difference should appear in the forms of the normal 
force coefficient curves at ma:x..J.mum lift. The burble 
hould be more critical for these tests, since the results 
are dependent on conditions at one section only, 
whereas force test results are mean values for many 
ections, all working at different effecGive angles of 
attack. The maximum normal force coefficient may 
be expected to be greater for the e tests than for force 
tests because these measurement are made at the 
midsection, and the less efficient tip sections do not 
influence the results. The slope of the lift curve, too, 
will be affected by the type of test. This character-
i tic is dependent on down flow, and as cach section 
along the span works at a difl'erent effective angle of 
attack, the force test results will represent the mcan 
value. The results of these te ts represent the condi-
tions at the center section and, a cordingly, for 
airfoil of the samc over-all aspect rfLtio the e tests 
should indicate a steeper slope than force tests. How-
ever, as the aspect ratio for the e tests is problematical 
due to unknown end effects, differences in slope due to 
type 0f test can not be predicted. ince the moment 
cocfficient i approximately independent of the angle 
of attack, Dnd since skin friction contributes little to 
thc pitching moment, agreement is to be expected 
between the values of the moment coefficient as 
determined from the two types of tests. 
That these deductions might be verified, a compari-
son of the characteristics of the Clark Y airfoil as 
derived from the e tests and from representative force 
tests ha been made. The omparative results are 
shown in Figure 9. The plots shown in the figure 
verify the expected difference in type of burble . Pre-
dictions as to the probable behavior of the other 
characteristics are lil(ewi e substantiated. While it 
is true that the difference in Reynolds umber for the 
results shown in Figure 9 is rather large, very little of 
the differences can be ascribed to scale, since previous 
experiments indicate small scale effects after the 
Reynold J umber reaches a value appro:-".J.mately 
equivalent to that of the force tests. 
Scale Effect.- The re ults of the e experiments indi-
cate that the effects of scale on the distribution of 
press UTe over airfoil is important only in the neighbor-
hood of the burble. An examination of Figure 3 to 8 
indicates that the general effect of increasing the scale 
is to delay the burble. This effect is more pronounced 
for the symmetrical sections (figs. 3 and 4) than for 
the nonsymmetrical sections. The ultimate result is 
an increase in the maximum normal force coefficient 
and an increase in the useful angular range of the 
airfoils. This increase in the angular range of angle of 
attack may lead to peak pre sures near the no e of 
airfoils in flight, which are higher than the corre pond-
ing pressmes indicated by low-scale tunnel tests. For 
example, the maximum negative press UTe recorded near 
the nose of the R. A. F. 30 airfoil at a scale corre pond-
ing to that u ed in mo t wind tunnels was approxi-
mately three and one-half times the dynamic pressure, 
wherea at a scale corre ponding more nearly to that 
of flight, maximum negative pressures of over eight 
times the dynamic pres ure were recorded. Over the 
normal working range of airfoils, however, where the 
drag is low, the result of pre sure distribution tests 
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on models are not subject to important scale effect 
corrections. 
Comparison with Theoretical Pressure Distribu-
tion.- The validity of the theoretical methods for 
determining the pressure distribution over airfoils is 
doubtful becau e of certain simplifying assumption 
which must be made so that the mathematical rela-
tionships of the analysis will not become unmanage-
able. The reliability of the analysis can be determined 
only by a comparison with actual results, and accord-
ingly, the pressure distribution has been measured over 
an airfoil for which the theoretical distribution is 
known, and a comparison has been effected as part of 
this investigation. The high-scale results, because of 
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the relatively smaller effect of viscosity, might be ex-
pectE'd to agree more closely than the low-scale results 
with the theoretical pressure distribution. 
The . A. O. A. 84-J, a Joukowski airfoil, was 
chosen for this investigation because the theoretical 
distribution of pressme could readily be determined. 
The theoretical method employed (Reference 3) re-
quires, in order to define the airfoil, the establishment 
of the values of the mean camber (ffl) and thickness 
(8fl) which are, for this particular airfoil, 0.15 and 0.05 
respec ti vely. 
The graphical method of Trefftz, given in the above 
reference, was used to obtain the ratio ;, the local 
velocity v at a point on the smface of the airfoil 
divided by the free stream velocity V. The corre-
sponding value of the ratio p/q was obtained by apply-
ing Bernoulli's theorem in the form: 
P/q=l-(;Y· 
The theoretical pressure-distribution diagrams are 
compared with the measmed results in Figme 10. 
The comparison is made at equal values of the normal 
force coefficient and the dissimilarity between diagram 
forms is self-evident. This might have been ex.,})ected, 
since it is well known that the theory of airfoils in a 
nonviscous fluid predicts a lift cmve slope which is 
greater than the experimentally predicted slope of an 
infinite wing. A study of the figure will give interest-
ing results. For example, considel·ing the theoretical 
diagram having CNF = 1.28, it is at once noted that it 
compare more favorably with an experimental dia-
gram having a lower angle of attack apparently in the 
region of 3° to 6°. This indicates that the diagrams 
might be better compared on a basis of equal angles 
of attack, the angle for the experimental results being 
the effective angle of attack, i. e., "the angle of attack 
at which an airfoil of infinite span (in air, a viscous 
fluid) would give the same lift coefficient as the airfoil 
of finite span under consideration" (Reference 7). 
This comparison is not possible, in this instance, since 
the down flow produced by the wing in the tunnel is 
not known. However, it should be noted that for 
diagrams at the same angle of attack the theoretical 
diagram will have the greater area. This means, then, 
that the full theoretical value of the circula tion aboLl t ' 
an au'foil at any given angle of attack is not aCLual1y 
attained. 
Differences between the theoretical pressure di-
tribution and results or high and low scale tests can 
be observed by referring back to Figure 5. It is 
obvious that the low scale results agree with the 
theory equally as well as the high scale results while 
the flow is steady. The high scale results do, however, 
show a slightly greater range of similarity to the theo-
retical since the effect of increased scale is to increase 
the range of steady flow. 
Prediction of the Force Distribution along the 
Chord.-The difficulties involved in an analytical de-
termination of the forces over au'foils having empirical 
profiles are so great that experimental methods only 
have been used. Inasmuch as some of our most com-
mon profiles are empilical, it would seem appropriate 
that the problem of analytically determining the au·-
force distribution on such au'foils be given some 
attention. A study of this question in connection with 
these tests has resulted in the development of an ap-
proximate method for determining the force distribu-
tion over any au'foil provided the distribution at zero 
lift is known. 
The theory of the thin wing, as developed by Munk 
(Reference 5-), separates the air forces acting on any 
wing into two parts. The first of these two are forces 
which produce the lift and no moment. They are so 
distributed along the chord that their resultant acts at 
a point one quarter of the chord aft of the leading edge 
regardless of the au'foil shape. The second part 
consists of forces which produce a couple but no lift. 
The distribution of these forces is such that the value of 
the couple remains constant for all angles, and is de-
pendent only on the shape of the mean camber line of 
the airfoil. . 
If we as ume that the distribution of the ail' forces 
which produces the lift is independent of the au'foil 
hgpe, basing this assumption on the theory that theu' 
resultant point of application is independent of the 
au'foil shape, we can determine this part of the air 
force distribution for any desired value of the force 
coefficient by calculating the distribution over a 
theoretically derived symmetrical section. In the 
same manner, if we assume that the distribution of the 
air forces which produce the moment is independent of 
the lift, basing this assumption on the theory that the 
value of the moment is independent of the lift, we can 
determine this part of the air force distribution by 
measuring the pressure distribution at zero lift. The 
force distribution on the airfoil will then be obtained 
by adding the lift and moment distributions. 
When the force distribution on the airfoil at zero 
lift is known, to find the distribution corresponding to 
any value of the force coefficient, it is only neces ary 
to add the force distribution which will produce the 
desu'ed force. This distribution has been calculated 
after Lhe method of Reference 4 for a symmetrical 
Joukow ki section of 10 per cent thickness. The normal 
force distribution diagram for a normal force coeffi-
cient of 1.0 is reproduced in Figure 11. The ordinates, 
P /q, of this diagram represent the ratio of the differ-
ential pressure P, between the upper and lower sur-
faces, to the dynamic pressure q. They are practically 
proportional to the force coefficient and, therefore, 
only one diagram has been calculated theoretically. 
The diagrams for other values of the normal force 
coefficient are obtained by multiplying the ordinates 
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of the diagram in Figure 11 by the normal force coef-
ficient. To check the validity of this assumption 
the distribution of pressure at zero lift as determined 
from experiment has been deducted from the experi-
mental distributions for each airfoil, and the ordinates 
of the re ulting diagrams have been scaled to give a 
normal force coefficient of 1. A mean curve has been 
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drawn for these diagrams and i presented in Figure 
11 for comparison with the theoretical. 
The force distributions over the nonsymmetrical 
profiles treated in this investigation have been calcu-
lated, and are compared with the experimental values 
in Figure 12. The major differences occur at the high 
force coefficients, but disagreement could be expected 
in this region since the assumptions of the theory no 
longer hold true. Olosest agreement between the calcu-
lated and experimental force distributions is shown by 
the M-6 airfoil, probably because the eA"}Jerimental 
pressure distLributions over this airfoil were measured 
with greater accuracy . 
CO CLUSIONS 
1. The accuracy of these experiments is in ufficient 
to justify conclusions regarding small differences in 
the distribution of pressure over airfoils as a result of 
scale effect. It may be concluded that the scale effect 
is very important only at angles of attack near the 
burble. 
2. The present investigation would indicate that the 
method of predicting the force distribution over 
airfoils as outlined in this report is sufficiently accurate 
for practical purposes. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY OOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., January 11,.,1930. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Designa- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol tion bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling ______ L Y~Z 1'01L _____ <I> t~ P 
I 
LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ____ M Z-----X pitch _____ e II q 
NormaL _____ _ Z Z yawing _____ N X~Y yaw _____ 'lr w r 
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscrip t.) 
L M 
OL= qbS OM= QCS 
D, Diameter. 
Pe, Effective pitch. 
PY' Mean geometric pitch. 
Ps, Standard pitch. 
Pv, Zero thrust. 
Pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
'I) , Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec.] r. p. s. 
N] Revolutions pel' minute] r. p. m. 
1>] Effective helix angle = tan-l (27r~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
I hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 lb./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 mi./ill· . =0.44704 m/s 
I m/s = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
I m=3 .2808333 ft. 

